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ace series on higher education [PDF]
he s a philandering tennis pro she s a hard hitting journalist will their romance be game set mismatch
tennis heartthrob cash gallagher is undefeated both on and off the court but beneath his superstar
playboy image he s hiding a painful secret when a headline busting exposé hits a little too close to home
he s determined to match the feisty journalist swing for swing even if it means sleeping with the
competition tally mckenzie is one story away from launching her career into the big leagues and she can
t think of a better subject than the tennis bad boy she s drooled over for a decade but when her
unauthorized tell all triggers his infamous competitive streak she ll go toe to toe with the man of her
dreams for a shot at fame and a fantasy of her own as their flirtatious rivalry heats up can cash and tally
drop their defenses and let love in or will old doubts and dark secrets ruin their perfect match a winning
ace boxset the complete series is a sizzling contemporary romance collection containing three full length
novels orphaned at a young age alex hardesty was raised by her navy seal uncle as a military brat she
naturally gravitated to the military life two years ago as a former national security agent alex nearly died
in an explosion during a covert operation now working in the private sector she s been assigned to track
down hostages in a place to where she d promised herself she d never return afghanistan thirsty for
revenge against the deadly regime that has caused trauma ridden flashbacks alex vows to eliminate the
source of her nightmares once and for all but on her first day back in the field she has a collision with a
blue eyed us navy seal that kick starts her heart adding more drama to the already dangerous situation
though she s surrounded by friends and colleagues who care about her and have sworn to protect her
alex fears someone within the ranks lacks trust and loyalty us navy seal lt commander marcus ace
chambers knew from the moment he first saw alex hardesty that she was special but this is no ordinary
woman while she is beautiful and intelligent she has a target on her back making her the most wanted
woman in afghanistan with danger lurking behind every corner can ace and alex balance the romance
building between them while preventing further harm to themselves and their team before it s too late
this is book 1 of the trident series science fiction and fantasy literature a checklist 1700 1974 volume one
of two contains an author index title index series index awards index and the ace and belmont doubles
index aviation books were a unique and prolific subgenre of american juvenile literature from the early to
mid 20th century drawing upon the nation s intensifying interest the first books of this type harry l sayler
s series airship boys appeared shortly after the wright brothers first successful flight in 1909 following
charles lindbergh s solo flight across the atlantic popular series like ted scott and andy lane established
the golden age of juvenile aviation literature this work examines the 375 juvenile aviation series titles
published between 1909 and 1964 it weaves together several thematic threads including the placement
of aviation narratives within the context of major historical events the technical accuracy in depictions of
flying machines and the ways in which characters reflected the culture of their eras three appendices
provide publication data for each series a list of referenced aircraft and an annotated bibliography there
is a full index controlled natural languages cnls are subsets of natural languages obtained by stricting the
grammar and vocabulary in order to reduce or eliminate ambiguity and complexity traditionally
controlled languagesfall into two major types those that prove readability for human readers and those
that enable reliable automatic semantic analysis of the language the second type of languages has a
formal logical basis i e they have a formal syntax and semantics and can be mapped to an existing
formal language such as rst order logic thus those languages can be used as knowledge representation
languages and writing of those languages is supported by fully au matic consistency and redundancy
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checks query answering etc wikipedia variouscontrollednatural languagesof the second type have been
developedby a n ber of organizations and have been used in many different application domains most
recently within the semantic the workshop cnl 2009 was dedicated to discussing the similarities and the
d ferences of existing controlled natural languages of the second type possible impro ments to these
languages relations to other knowledge representation languages tool support existing and future
applications and further topics of interest robert e howard penned a series of fantasy stories in 1932
featuring conan a hulking warrior from cimmeria who roamed the mythical hyborian age landscape
engaging in heroic adventures more than the quirky manifestation of depression era magazines conan
the barbarian has endured as a cultural mainstay for over 70 years this multidisciplinary collection offers
the first scholarly investigation of conan from howard s early stories through midcentury novels and
arnold schwarzenegger s iconic films to the 2011 cinematic remake of conan the barbarian drawing on
disciplines such as stylometry archeology cultural and folklore studies and literary history the essays
examine statistical analyses of the words in conan texts the literary genesis of conan later day parodies
conan video games and much more this volume reveals the hidden scholarly depth of this seemingly
unsophisticated fictional character from positioning your brand to mastering social media murali offers a
wealth of information to set you apart his tips and insights are valuable to anyone looking to advance
their career margaret jetelina editor canadian immigrant magazine once again murali demonstrates his
unique ability to deliver clear and actionable steps for career growth in you are hired he takes his
experience in coaching to a whole new level a must read for all andrew srinarayan vice president
welcomepack canada inc another winner from murali which will inspire anyone looking to make
fundamental life changes murali is a master at delivering gems of wisdom if you have ever been stuck in
a rut this is the book to buy nicole darlaston employment consultant student services sheridan college
american higher education in the twenty first century offers a comprehensive introduction to the central
issues facing american colleges and universities the contributors address major changes in higher
education including the rise of organized social movements the problem of income inequality and
stratification the growth of for profit and distance education online education community colleges and
teaching and learning will placing american higher education and its complex social and political context
cover first multi year cumulation covers six years 1965 70 the second edition of assessment for
excellence arrives as higher education enters a new era of the accountability movement in the face of
mandates such as results based funding and outcomes based accreditation institutions and assessment
specialists are feeling increasingly pressured to demonstrate accountability to external constituencies
the practice of assessment under these new accountability pressures takes on special significance for the
education of students and the development of talent across the entire higher education system this book
introduces a talent development approach to educational assessment as a counter to prevailing
philosophies illustrating how contemporary practices are unable to provide institutions with meaningful
data with which to improve educational outcomes it provides administrators policymakers researchers
and analysts with a comprehensive framework for developing new assessment programs to promote
talent development and for scrutinizing existing policies and practices written for a wide audience the
book enables the lay reader to quickly grasp the imperatives of a properly designed assessment program
and also to gain adequate statistical understanding necessary for examining current or planned
assessment policies more advanced readers will appreciate the technical appendix for assistance in
conducting statistical analyses that align with a talent development approach in addition institutional
researchers will benefit from sections that outline the development of appropriate student databases
aims scope journal of interdisciplinary studies in education is aimed at those in the academic world who
are dedicated to advancing the field of education through their research jise provides a range of articles
that speak to the major issues in education across all content areas and disciplines the journal is peer
edited through a blind review process that utilizes a national and international editorial board and peer
reviewers jise aspires to advance research in the field of education through a collection of quality
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relevant and advanced interdisciplinary articles in the field of education the journal is listed indexed with
proquest ebscohost and cabell s directory of journals ruslan mitkov s highly successful oxford handbook
of computational linguistics has been substantially revised and expanded in this second edition alongside
updated accounts of the topics covered in the first edition it includes 17 new chapters on subjects such
as semantic role labelling text to speech synthesis translation technology opinion mining and sentiment
analysis and the application of natural language processing in educational and biomedical contexts
among many others the volume is divided into four parts that examine respectively the linguistic
fundamentals of computational linguistics the methods and resources used such as statistical modelling
machine learning and corpus annotation key language processing tasks including text segmentation
anaphora resolution and speech recognition and the major applications of natural language processing
from machine translation to author profiling the book will be an essential reference for researchers and
students in computational linguistics and natural language processing as well as those working in related
industries volume xxi 1 of history of universities contains the customary mix of learned articles book
reviews conference reports and bibliographical information which makes this publication such an
indispensable tool for the historian of higher education its contributions range widely geographically
chronologically and in subject matter the volume is as always a lively combination of original research
and invaluable reference material many experts recognize that juvenile literature acts as an excellent
reflector of the dominant ideas of an age the values and fantasies of adult authors are often dressed up
in fictional garb for youthful consumption this collection examines a portion of the mass produced
juvenile literature from the mid 19th century until the 1950s focusing on the cluster of ideas connected
with britain s role in the maintenance of order and the spread of civilization annotation copyrighted by
book news inc portland or high stakes poker is the backdrop for a roller coaster ride through the lives of
professional poker players follow our heroes ace deuce and trey through a crazy world full of gamblers
and losers wise guys and dumb luck can they grow their bankrolls stay off tilt and avoid all the
temptations of a life on the road from casino to casino in the spotlight can they reach for the ultimate
prize the world poker championship find out with all in the poker musical prolific american film producer
amedee j van beuren 1879 1938 did not start out in the film industry after a decade spent in business
and advertising van beuren turned his intellect and creativity towards acquiring a foothold in film and
began building his empire he is best known to animation fans for his bizarre cartoons of the 1920s and
1930s featuring such zanies as molly moo cow cubby bear and tom and jerry not the cat and mouse duo
but the majority of the 1 499 films produced by van beuren between 1918 and 1937 were live action
short subjects travelogues comedies musicals sports reels and more his roster of star performers
included bert lahr shemp howard ethel waters and indirectly charlie chaplin van beuren also made
several feature films starring legendary big game hunter frank buck and a 12 episode serial headlining
horror icon lon chaney jr capped by a complete list of his films this engrossing chronicle of amedee van
beuren s vast output is the first all inclusive history of one of moviedom s most successful and least
known filmmakers the global structure of the heliosphere changes dramatically with the solar circle our
knowledge of the heliosphere in three dimensions under solar minimum conditions has advanced
significantly in the last 10 years largely as a result of the on going esa nasa ulysses mission similar
advances in our understanding of the heliosphere at solar maximum are to be expected with the return
of ulysses to the sun s polar regions in 2000 2001 the papers in this volume address a wide range of
topics related to the solar maximum heliosphere and include many of the latest findings from ulysses and
other space based missions ground based studies and theoretical modeling are also well represented
specific questions include what are the dominant processes that determine the global structure of the
inner heliosphere under conditions of high solar activity and what are the key differences between the
high latitude heliosphere at solar maximum and solar minimum the book is intended for those carrying
out active research in the fields of solar and heliospheric physics james van cleve here shows why
thomas reid 1710 96 deserves a place alongside the other canonical figures of modern philosophy he
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expounds reid s positions and arguments on a wide range of topics taking interpretive stands on points
where his meaning is disputed and assessing the value of his contributions to issues philosophers are
discussing today among the topics van cleve explores are reid s account of perception and its relation to
sensation conception and belief his nativist account of the origin of the concepts of space and power his
attempt to clear the way for the belief that the things we directly perceive are external things not ideas
in our minds his stand on the distinction between primary and secondary qualities his account of
acquired perception whereby we come to stand in a quasi perceptual relation to qualities not originally
perceived his claim that visual space is non euclidean his answers to the questions why we see the world
right side up with inverted retinal images and whether a newly sighted person would recognize by sight
the shapes he previously knew by touch whether memory like perception is a form of direct awareness
and how we manage to conceive of things that are utterly nonexistent also examined are reid s account
of human knowledge by means of first principles his externalist reply to philosophical skepticism his
volitional theory of action his use of the distinction between event causation and agent causation to
understand freedom of the will and his criticism of hume and anticipation of moore on the analysis of
moral judgment the most comprehensive work on reid in a quarter century this book will be welcomed by
students of early modern philosophy epistemology the philosophy of perception and the philosophy of
action this popular practitioner guide and text presents an effective problem solving based approach to
evaluating and remediating academic skills problems leading authority edward s shapiro provides
practical strategies for working with students across all grade levels who are struggling with reading
spelling written language or math step by step guidelines are detailed for assessing students learning
and their instructional environment using the data to design instructional modifications and monitoring
student progress the research base for the approach is accessibly summarized the companion workbook
available separately contains practice exercises and reproducible forms new to this edition incorporates
the latest advances in evidence based assessment and instruction shows how the author s approach fits
perfectly into a response to intervention rti model chapter and extended case example focusing on rti 30
of the figures tables and forms are new or revised this book will be invaluable to school psychologists k
12 school administrators special educators and classroom teachers graduate students and researchers in
these fields together with the companion workbook it will serve as a text in graduate level courses
dealing with academic assessment and intervention surplus record is the leading independent business
directory of new and used capital equipment machine tools machinery and industrial equipment listing
over 95 000 industrial assets including metalworking and fabricating machine tools chemical and process
equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and
more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus record september 2022 issue vol 99 no 9 ライフスタイルホテルの代
名詞エースホテルが旅を愛するすべての人へ贈る
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he s a philandering tennis pro she s a hard hitting journalist will their romance be game set mismatch
tennis heartthrob cash gallagher is undefeated both on and off the court but beneath his superstar
playboy image he s hiding a painful secret when a headline busting exposé hits a little too close to home
he s determined to match the feisty journalist swing for swing even if it means sleeping with the
competition tally mckenzie is one story away from launching her career into the big leagues and she can
t think of a better subject than the tennis bad boy she s drooled over for a decade but when her
unauthorized tell all triggers his infamous competitive streak she ll go toe to toe with the man of her
dreams for a shot at fame and a fantasy of her own as their flirtatious rivalry heats up can cash and tally
drop their defenses and let love in or will old doubts and dark secrets ruin their perfect match a winning
ace boxset the complete series is a sizzling contemporary romance collection containing three full length
novels

ACE (The Trident Series Book 1)
2020-06-23

orphaned at a young age alex hardesty was raised by her navy seal uncle as a military brat she naturally
gravitated to the military life two years ago as a former national security agent alex nearly died in an
explosion during a covert operation now working in the private sector she s been assigned to track down
hostages in a place to where she d promised herself she d never return afghanistan thirsty for revenge
against the deadly regime that has caused trauma ridden flashbacks alex vows to eliminate the source of
her nightmares once and for all but on her first day back in the field she has a collision with a blue eyed
us navy seal that kick starts her heart adding more drama to the already dangerous situation though she
s surrounded by friends and colleagues who care about her and have sworn to protect her alex fears
someone within the ranks lacks trust and loyalty us navy seal lt commander marcus ace chambers knew
from the moment he first saw alex hardesty that she was special but this is no ordinary woman while she
is beautiful and intelligent she has a target on her back making her the most wanted woman in
afghanistan with danger lurking behind every corner can ace and alex balance the romance building
between them while preventing further harm to themselves and their team before it s too late this is
book 1 of the trident series

Ace Crew Entertainment Gathering Photo Book Be the ACE
2021-08

science fiction and fantasy literature a checklist 1700 1974 volume one of two contains an author index
title index series index awards index and the ace and belmont doubles index

Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature
2010-09-01

aviation books were a unique and prolific subgenre of american juvenile literature from the early to mid



20th century drawing upon the nation s intensifying interest the first books of this type harry l sayler s
series airship boys appeared shortly after the wright brothers first successful flight in 1909 following
charles lindbergh s solo flight across the atlantic popular series like ted scott and andy lane established
the golden age of juvenile aviation literature this work examines the 375 juvenile aviation series titles
published between 1909 and 1964 it weaves together several thematic threads including the placement
of aviation narratives within the context of major historical events the technical accuracy in depictions of
flying machines and the ways in which characters reflected the culture of their eras three appendices
provide publication data for each series a list of referenced aircraft and an annotated bibliography there
is a full index
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controlled natural languages cnls are subsets of natural languages obtained by stricting the grammar
and vocabulary in order to reduce or eliminate ambiguity and complexity traditionally controlled
languagesfall into two major types those that prove readability for human readers and those that enable
reliable automatic semantic analysis of the language the second type of languages has a formal logical
basis i e they have a formal syntax and semantics and can be mapped to an existing formal language
such as rst order logic thus those languages can be used as knowledge representation languages and
writing of those languages is supported by fully au matic consistency and redundancy checks query
answering etc wikipedia variouscontrollednatural languagesof the second type have been developedby a
n ber of organizations and have been used in many different application domains most recently within
the semantic the workshop cnl 2009 was dedicated to discussing the similarities and the d ferences of
existing controlled natural languages of the second type possible impro ments to these languages
relations to other knowledge representation languages tool support existing and future applications and
further topics of interest

Controlled Natural Language
2010-07-06

robert e howard penned a series of fantasy stories in 1932 featuring conan a hulking warrior from
cimmeria who roamed the mythical hyborian age landscape engaging in heroic adventures more than
the quirky manifestation of depression era magazines conan the barbarian has endured as a cultural
mainstay for over 70 years this multidisciplinary collection offers the first scholarly investigation of conan
from howard s early stories through midcentury novels and arnold schwarzenegger s iconic films to the
2011 cinematic remake of conan the barbarian drawing on disciplines such as stylometry archeology
cultural and folklore studies and literary history the essays examine statistical analyses of the words in
conan texts the literary genesis of conan later day parodies conan video games and much more this
volume reveals the hidden scholarly depth of this seemingly unsophisticated fictional character
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2012-12-04

from positioning your brand to mastering social media murali offers a wealth of information to set you



apart his tips and insights are valuable to anyone looking to advance their career margaret jetelina editor
canadian immigrant magazine once again murali demonstrates his unique ability to deliver clear and
actionable steps for career growth in you are hired he takes his experience in coaching to a whole new
level a must read for all andrew srinarayan vice president welcomepack canada inc another winner from
murali which will inspire anyone looking to make fundamental life changes murali is a master at
delivering gems of wisdom if you have ever been stuck in a rut this is the book to buy nicole darlaston
employment consultant student services sheridan college
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american higher education in the twenty first century offers a comprehensive introduction to the central
issues facing american colleges and universities the contributors address major changes in higher
education including the rise of organized social movements the problem of income inequality and
stratification the growth of for profit and distance education online education community colleges and
teaching and learning will placing american higher education and its complex social and political context
cover
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first multi year cumulation covers six years 1965 70

The Aeroplane
1948

the second edition of assessment for excellence arrives as higher education enters a new era of the
accountability movement in the face of mandates such as results based funding and outcomes based
accreditation institutions and assessment specialists are feeling increasingly pressured to demonstrate
accountability to external constituencies the practice of assessment under these new accountability
pressures takes on special significance for the education of students and the development of talent
across the entire higher education system this book introduces a talent development approach to
educational assessment as a counter to prevailing philosophies illustrating how contemporary practices
are unable to provide institutions with meaningful data with which to improve educational outcomes it
provides administrators policymakers researchers and analysts with a comprehensive framework for
developing new assessment programs to promote talent development and for scrutinizing existing
policies and practices written for a wide audience the book enables the lay reader to quickly grasp the
imperatives of a properly designed assessment program and also to gain adequate statistical
understanding necessary for examining current or planned assessment policies more advanced readers
will appreciate the technical appendix for assistance in conducting statistical analyses that align with a
talent development approach in addition institutional researchers will benefit from sections that outline
the development of appropriate student databases
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aims scope journal of interdisciplinary studies in education is aimed at those in the academic world who
are dedicated to advancing the field of education through their research jise provides a range of articles
that speak to the major issues in education across all content areas and disciplines the journal is peer
edited through a blind review process that utilizes a national and international editorial board and peer
reviewers jise aspires to advance research in the field of education through a collection of quality
relevant and advanced interdisciplinary articles in the field of education the journal is listed indexed with
proquest ebscohost and cabell s directory of journals

American Higher Education in the Twenty-First Century
2016-03-30

ruslan mitkov s highly successful oxford handbook of computational linguistics has been substantially
revised and expanded in this second edition alongside updated accounts of the topics covered in the first
edition it includes 17 new chapters on subjects such as semantic role labelling text to speech synthesis
translation technology opinion mining and sentiment analysis and the application of natural language
processing in educational and biomedical contexts among many others the volume is divided into four
parts that examine respectively the linguistic fundamentals of computational linguistics the methods and
resources used such as statistical modelling machine learning and corpus annotation key language
processing tasks including text segmentation anaphora resolution and speech recognition and the major
applications of natural language processing from machine translation to author profiling the book will be
an essential reference for researchers and students in computational linguistics and natural language
processing as well as those working in related industries

Current Catalog
2012-07-13

volume xxi 1 of history of universities contains the customary mix of learned articles book reviews
conference reports and bibliographical information which makes this publication such an indispensable
tool for the historian of higher education its contributions range widely geographically chronologically
and in subject matter the volume is as always a lively combination of original research and invaluable
reference material

Assessment for Excellence
1949-09

many experts recognize that juvenile literature acts as an excellent reflector of the dominant ideas of an
age the values and fantasies of adult authors are often dressed up in fictional garb for youthful
consumption this collection examines a portion of the mass produced juvenile literature from the mid
19th century until the 1950s focusing on the cluster of ideas connected with britain s role in the
maintenance of order and the spread of civilization annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
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high stakes poker is the backdrop for a roller coaster ride through the lives of professional poker players
follow our heroes ace deuce and trey through a crazy world full of gamblers and losers wise guys and
dumb luck can they grow their bankrolls stay off tilt and avoid all the temptations of a life on the road
from casino to casino in the spotlight can they reach for the ultimate prize the world poker championship
find out with all in the poker musical

Flight and Aircraft Engineer
2019-07-22

prolific american film producer amedee j van beuren 1879 1938 did not start out in the film industry after
a decade spent in business and advertising van beuren turned his intellect and creativity towards
acquiring a foothold in film and began building his empire he is best known to animation fans for his
bizarre cartoons of the 1920s and 1930s featuring such zanies as molly moo cow cubby bear and tom
and jerry not the cat and mouse duo but the majority of the 1 499 films produced by van beuren between
1918 and 1937 were live action short subjects travelogues comedies musicals sports reels and more his
roster of star performers included bert lahr shemp howard ethel waters and indirectly charlie chaplin van
beuren also made several feature films starring legendary big game hunter frank buck and a 12 episode
serial headlining horror icon lon chaney jr capped by a complete list of his films this engrossing chronicle
of amedee van beuren s vast output is the first all inclusive history of one of moviedom s most successful
and least known filmmakers

Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies in Education, 2019 Vol 8(1)
1881

the global structure of the heliosphere changes dramatically with the solar circle our knowledge of the
heliosphere in three dimensions under solar minimum conditions has advanced significantly in the last 10
years largely as a result of the on going esa nasa ulysses mission similar advances in our understanding
of the heliosphere at solar maximum are to be expected with the return of ulysses to the sun s polar
regions in 2000 2001 the papers in this volume address a wide range of topics related to the solar
maximum heliosphere and include many of the latest findings from ulysses and other space based
missions ground based studies and theoretical modeling are also well represented specific questions
include what are the dominant processes that determine the global structure of the inner heliosphere
under conditions of high solar activity and what are the key differences between the high latitude
heliosphere at solar maximum and solar minimum the book is intended for those carrying out active
research in the fields of solar and heliospheric physics
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james van cleve here shows why thomas reid 1710 96 deserves a place alongside the other canonical



figures of modern philosophy he expounds reid s positions and arguments on a wide range of topics
taking interpretive stands on points where his meaning is disputed and assessing the value of his
contributions to issues philosophers are discussing today among the topics van cleve explores are reid s
account of perception and its relation to sensation conception and belief his nativist account of the origin
of the concepts of space and power his attempt to clear the way for the belief that the things we directly
perceive are external things not ideas in our minds his stand on the distinction between primary and
secondary qualities his account of acquired perception whereby we come to stand in a quasi perceptual
relation to qualities not originally perceived his claim that visual space is non euclidean his answers to
the questions why we see the world right side up with inverted retinal images and whether a newly
sighted person would recognize by sight the shapes he previously knew by touch whether memory like
perception is a form of direct awareness and how we manage to conceive of things that are utterly
nonexistent also examined are reid s account of human knowledge by means of first principles his
externalist reply to philosophical skepticism his volitional theory of action his use of the distinction
between event causation and agent causation to understand freedom of the will and his criticism of
hume and anticipation of moore on the analysis of moral judgment the most comprehensive work on reid
in a quarter century this book will be welcomed by students of early modern philosophy epistemology the
philosophy of perception and the philosophy of action

The Oxford Handbook of Computational Linguistics
1965

this popular practitioner guide and text presents an effective problem solving based approach to
evaluating and remediating academic skills problems leading authority edward s shapiro provides
practical strategies for working with students across all grade levels who are struggling with reading
spelling written language or math step by step guidelines are detailed for assessing students learning
and their instructional environment using the data to design instructional modifications and monitoring
student progress the research base for the approach is accessibly summarized the companion workbook
available separately contains practice exercises and reproducible forms new to this edition incorporates
the latest advances in evidence based assessment and instruction shows how the author s approach fits
perfectly into a response to intervention rti model chapter and extended case example focusing on rti 30
of the figures tables and forms are new or revised this book will be invaluable to school psychologists k
12 school administrators special educators and classroom teachers graduate students and researchers in
these fields together with the companion workbook it will serve as a text in graduate level courses
dealing with academic assessment and intervention

1966 NASA Authorization
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surplus record is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital equipment machine
tools machinery and industrial equipment listing over 95 000 industrial assets including metalworking
and fabricating machine tools chemical and process equipment cranes air compressors pumps motors
circuit breakers generators transformers turbines and more over 1 100 businesses list with the surplus
record september 2022 issue vol 99 no 9
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